
MONICA HERNANDEZ 
4831 Rockvale Drive Kissimmsee 
(407)4197908 
mh19682521@gmail.com 

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATION 

SKILI.S & WORK STYLES 

Help everyone based on the environment that surrounds me at work. Active listening, coordination, 
social perceptiveness, speaking time management, monitoring, service orientation, dependability, 
self-control cooperation, attention to detail, concern for others, integrity, honesty independence. 

SKII.S LANDSCAPER GROWER AND GREENHOUSES. 

LANDSCAPER. 
Report and the damaged work and checkup before you start working Cut the lawn, edges, tree 
branches, shrubs and bullies, with scissors or tools appropriate to landscape. Clean the houses 
completely around the houses and areas commune, parks, remove weeds and collect what was 
delivered with the trimmer and blow the areas that require it. Remove the silvers either by changing 
the temporary are dead and the amounts for their replacement. In some houses also in the changes 
of the plants by season and give a design according to the amount and space as long as the 
homeowner allows it. 

GROWER/ GREENHOUSES. 
Selecting the plans to be replanted according to their size counting them distribute them in the 
greenhouse and starting the work of maintenance of growth, irrigation, fertilizers, pesticides, 
treatments and possible diseases, loss of same and count. Maintenance of the clean zone and 
adequate temperatures. and then be distributed for sale. 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

BRIGH1VIEW IANDSCAPER SERVICES 

4777 Old Winter Garden Road, Orlando Florida 
06/16/2019-10/25/2019 
Telephone (407)292-9600 

Landscaper Helper 
A landscaper or maintain groups of property using hand power tools or equipment cutting grass. 
Performed a variety of trees and trimmed branches from existing ones. Planted garden support 
stakes and installed wire mesh fencing. Operation irrigation systems on regular basis. Adhered to 
predetermined landscaping designs in all maintenance tasks. 



LAND FORM OF CENTRAL 
398 Dopson, Sant . FLORIDA INC. 
10/10/2017 o6/ / Cloud Biron Rd Florida 32805 

- 10 2019 
Telephone (407)298-3036 
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mnmed branches from existing ones. Planted garden support stakes and installed wire mesh 

. clilng. . perated lawn irrigation systems on regular basis. Adhered to predetermined landscaping designs 
m a maintenance tasks. 

MARRIOT VACATIONS RESORT 
8404 VACATIONS way Orlando Florida 34821 
07/15/2017- 09/18/2018 
Telephone (1844)805-9412 

Housekeeper 
Villas of vacation clean rooms, hallways, restrooms and balcony, kitchen, living room, clean 
windows. Empty wastebaskets and transport other trash and waste to disposal areas. Keep storage 
areas and carts well stocked, clean and tidy. Dust and polish furniture and equipment. Sweet and 
scrub floors. Clean rugs, carpets, upholstered furniture, and draperies. Disinfecting equipment and 
supplies observe precautions requires to protect property and report damage and found articles to 
a manager. Request repair services and wait for repair workers to arrive. 

WYNDHAM VACATION resort 
9650 Via Encinas Orlando Florida 32830 
11/04/2011 -06/22/2017 
Telephone (321)238-34500 

Janitorial 
Monitor building security and safety to ensure that hazard crate. Services and clean and supply 
restrooms. Gather and empty trash. Clean building floors by sweeping, mopping, scrubbing or 
vacuuming them. Notify managers concerning the need for major repairs or additions to building 
operating systems. Clean windows, glass partitions, and mirrors Operate or the machines to wash, 
sanitized and remove impurities from walls and production area. Add specific amounts of 
chemicals to equipment at required times to maintains solutions levels and concentrations. Drain, 
clean, and refill machines or tanks at designated intervals. Wasted, cleaning and disinfecting water 
coolers and airs conditioners. Cleaning and services assigned areas. equipment and supplies 
observe precautions requires to protect property and report damage and found articles to a 
manager. Request repair services and wait for repair workers to arrive. 
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WALLE CREST 47n OLD WINTER GARDEN ROAD, Orlando f\ori<la 

02/01/2011-10/ 15/2011 
Telephone (407)292-9 6oO 
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I{ERRYS BROM.ELIA NlJRSERY 
550 E. Keene Road A.popka 32703 
02/2007-06/2010 
Telephone (407)886- 6122 
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